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Hardcover edition. Regularly $67.50. Now $42.50 60th anniversary edition Since 1953, the definitive

standard reference on paper money. Completely revised & updated All illustrations in color 800+

photos 328 pages From the first year of Federal paper money, 1861, to the present, the fronts and

backs of all classes and types of currency, from 3 cents to 10,000 dollars are illustrated. These are

accompanied by text listing, describing and pricing every variety of paper money ever issued, more

than 10,000 prices in all. With close to 1,000 color photographs, the result is a complete pictorial,

descriptive and numismatic history of the currency of the United States. There are supplemental

sections on Colonial and Continental Currency (notes issued from 1680 to 1788), the Treasury

Notes of the War of 1812, considered by some to be the first national currency, a comprehensive

listing by type of the issues of the Confederate States of America, and sections devoted to paper

money errors, postage envelopes, and encased postage stamps. The latter two, along with

Fractional Currency, were created to alleviate the shortage of change needed for commerce during

the Civil War. The listing in the (over . . .) Appendix of the 14,348 National Banks that existed from

1863 to 1929 also shows the numbers of large size and small size notes known to exist for each

note-issuing bank. Paper money collectors depend on the Friedberg Numbering SystemTM, a

uniform method of cataloging bank notes that is the international standard for American currency.

This numbering shorthand, along with the hundreds of photographs, enables anyone to instantly

locate a specific banknote, and allows a dealer to advertise a note without need of extensive

description. A distinguished panel of acknowledged experts on paper money has assisted the

authors, enabling them to establish accurate and up-to-the minute valuations for all issues. Paper

Money of the United States has been an invaluable asset to currency collectors and numismatists

for generations. It possesses an appeal and value of its own, not just to lovers of Americana and of

the fine art of engraving, but to students of American history, finance and economics. It is

recognized as a landmark work and is the undisputed standard reference on American currency

internationally acknowledged as the most comprehensive and universally quoted guide on the

subject. Banks in America and throughout the world will find this book especially useful in that it

makes possible the immediate identification of all obsolete but still legal tender paper money, while

simultaneously giving the collector s value of each note. It is a book which belongs in every library,

public and private.
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I'm fairly new to currency collecting, so I needed some solid reference books to increase my

knowledge base. This book is a wonderful addition to my currency library. Using the Friedberg

catalog numbering system, you can rapidly look for the details on that particular piece of currency.

There are many, many beautiful full-color photos for each major type. However, you really need to

know the Friedberg number in advance due to the many varieties within each type of currency.The

catalog values placed for each note are, to me, just a reference to the scarcity of the note and not

the current market value. I've also read that there are some errors in the book regarding values, etc.

However, in order to gauge real-world values, eBay and other resources give you much better price

discovery.That being said, I would not hesitate to recommend the purchase of this hefty, gorgeous

book. I've spent many hours just paging through and discovering U.S. currency that I've never seen

before. It's well-worth the price just to explore the history of U.S. currency.

This is the US Paper Money value bible. Friedberg is the go-to source for any and all valuations. If

you plan on collecting paper money, or you already have or have inherited a paper money

collection, this is an absolute MUST for your library.The book is Easy to use and easy to reference.

The full color photos are excellent as well and aid you in identifying what you actually have.

This book covers subjects that I previously have not seen in one volume, including colonial and

continental currency, Confederate currency (not the individual state's notes, nor varieties), error



notes, and postage envelopes. This book also covers large size notes, small size notes (however,

without the serial number ranges covered by the small currency book), fractional currency, and

encased postage stamps. This books lightens my load when going to shows.

The best U. S. paper money book there is. Shows pricing for more grades than other books. It has

excellent pictures and explains differences very well.

This is the real thing and an excellent reference book for beginners and pros alike. It is easy to use

and the pictures are clear and illustrative.

Along with the many other books that are out on currency, I did enjoy this book from the start as the

listings are much more consistent, the values are true to form and because it contains both large

and small notes, you do not have to do double spending on a reference book for your inventory!!I

will continue to use and monitor this book...

More detail on mules. Really wanted details on plate combinations as well. Better.

Great book. Just what I needed.
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